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Abstract

This study was occasioned by the phenomenon that the existential environment calls for improved managerial effectiveness and a qualitative transformation of the academy. Hence the author set out to examine this stance at Makerere University, Mbarara University of Science and Technology and Uganda Martyrs University. The study – conducted during the months of April to June 2002 – was a cross-sectional survey based on a total of 1010 respondents consisting of 90 administrators, 90 members of the academic staff, 800 students and 60 members of the support staff – selected through stratified-probability sampling techniques at the selected Universities. Data was collected mainly through a set of questionnaire and an interview schedule. Owing to triangulation purposes, both instruments were the same for all categories of respondents at all the sampled Universities. Raw data was thereafter presented and analysed using descriptive statistics of frequency distribution.

It was found out in the light of a three-fold specific research question that Universities in Uganda are basically bureaucratic. Notwithstanding, conducive factors to integration of Total Quality Management – though not fully operational – are in the offing and to this effect the said institutions are in some aspects endeavouring to tread the path of TQM culture, latent though this might be. The author, thereafter, recommended that institutions of higher learning in Uganda should fully embrace people-based management systems, be committed to the perennial imperative of change, and strive to involve all for a qualitative achievement of the organisation’s objectives.
Introduction

Total Quality Management (TQM) has evolved to describe quality revolution taking place in both business and the public sector including educational institutions. Revolving on Deming’s fourteen points of management, TQM is the basis of an institutional or organisational restructuring (Chaffee and Sherr, 1992) and it represents a counterpoint to the somewhat-rendered-obsolete management theories – such as bureaucratic, autocratic and laissez faire, inter alia.

TQM is operationally defined as a philosophy with tools and processes for practical implementation aimed at achieving a culture of continuous ‘improvement driven by all mem’bers of an organisation in order to satisfy and delight customers.

Morgan and Murgatroyd (1994:5) explicate that:

TQM is total in the sense that it must involve everyone in the organisation, and that this total management approach is about both a system and a culture which impinges on all the internal details of working in an organisation, i.e. all the internal process.

Total Quality is total in three senses: it covers every process, every job, and every person. The author equates the term “TQM” in a related sense; hence, “Total” implies applying the search for quality to every aspect of work, from identifying customer needs to painstakingly evaluating whether the customer is satisfied. “Quality” means meeting and exceeding customer expectations. “Management” means developing and maintaining the organisational capacity to improve quality constantly.

Barnett (1996) subscribes that TQM is the overall quality ethos that should pervade any company that purports to be interested in quality. He echoes that constant improvement in the quality and reliability of an organisation can result in a competitive advantage others cannot steal (Schroeder and Robbins, 1991). As for Stoner, Freeman and Gilbert (1995:221), “the entire organisation must work together to enable a quality culture to succeed”.

TQM has explicitly become a managerial attempt at cultural transformation (Almaraz, 1994; Grant, Shani and Krishnan, 1994). Gona (1998) rules that whatever the organisation structure that may be chosen, there must be teamwork and consultation – both vertically and horizontally. Regarding the educational sector, he categorises that this is not happening in many African countries; consequently, efforts aimed at the improvement of education are placed in jeopardy. He derogates resistance to change, termed as “contrapreneurship”, as he substantiates that conservatism has been the bane of many and unique innovative ideas in the university.

Morgan and Murgatroyd (1994) illustrate contrapreneurship by citing the 30-30-30 rule: 30 percent of any group favour the change proposed, 30 percent resist the change, 30 percent wait to see which of the other two groups obtain the dominant position in the organisation. The co-authors substantiate that the educational world – in its endeavour to adopt and implement TQM – is but surrounded by a number of challenges, essentially, for cultural change for the reviving of the existing cultural mores of the college organisation and the subcultures of professional identities within them.

While the essence of TQM is summed up into three notions, namely: defining quality, improving organisation’s work performance and administrative system, the basic theory of TQM is based on a strategy that is a continuous and participatory process that affirms a future vision of an organisation.

In fact, the TQM gurus ascertain that TQM establishes dynamic planning and implementation
that can orchestrate change and regard it a provider of management techniques and practices that would help rebuild quality in higher educational systems as it did Japan’s economy. Ultimately, they recommend TQM as a vital component in the construction of a new philosophy to guide higher education into the breakthrough leadership for the new century.

Equidistantly, Spenser (1994) conceptualises TQM as a comprehensive management practice that captures signals from established models or organisations and amplifies them by providing a methodology for use. Moreover, it is a business management philosophy that recognises that customer needs and business goals are inseparable. The philosophy therefore advocates for teams, encourages communication in all directions, utilises resources effectively, inspires commitment, bases on quality systems, and pervades an organisation’s culture. A sum-total of the mutual aspects that envelop the pattern (see Fig. 1), the TQM philosophy propagates for an “inverted pyramid” pattern of management that embraces the notion of minimum hierarchy, democratisation, and the key components of empowerment for all individuals and work teams’ (Morgan and Murgatroyd, 1993). TQM is hence the application of quality principles for the integration of all functions and processes of the organisation. The ultimate goal is customer satisfaction. The way to achieve it is through continuous improvement.
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**Figure 1**  
**TQM: An all-inclusive management approach**  
**Source:** Adapted and modified from Tim Hannagan (1995). Management concepts and practices. p. 189

The author contends that the advocated-for principles, hence, the integration of all functions and processes, is incumbent on educational institutions, be they higher or otherwise, just as it is in any other organisation. He subsequently proposes the ideals of TQM to the fourteen existing Universities in Uganda. Needless to prophesy, many more universities are yet to be established in the country. Moreover, Kigezi International School of Medicine and Aga Khan Campus University, have already been duly licensed by the National Council for Higher Education. Even Mountains of the Moon University in Toro is hatching to match.

According to the Government of Uganda (1989:73), also noted by the Government of Uganda (1992), White Paper, “there is an almost complete absence of a national policy on higher education”. Hence, each University is managed differently taking into account her nature and
origin. Furthermore, as Tiberondwa (2000) observes, the Universities in Uganda have been founded for different reasons and therefore their missions are different. Like him, Nkata (2001), talking about the perceived characteristics of Universities in Uganda, states that the referred-to-universities, be they Government or Private have similar personnel management problems.

In contradistinction to the foregoing, Goodland (1995:5) maintains that “universities, as central institutions of modern society, are not only places in which ideas that we take seriously are subjected to systematic scrutiny but they are increasingly being seen as the institutions responsible for our society’s rite of passage between youth and adulthood.”

The author heretofore perceives that the perennial imperative for Universities in Uganda is to embrace people-based management styles if education is to preserve and enhance quality amidst the challenges of the new century and millennium. One among such styles is TQM. For, although developed in the commercial services organisations, and though the management gurus have moved ahead of TQM to focus on “Doing It First Time”, Dia (1998) maintains that it would be futile to “advocate for quality approach in all enterprises and discourage its use in training institutions”. The author follows suit heights that TQM has direct relevance for higher education. As it did in Oregon State University in the Americas and proximately at the Mondlane University in Mozambique, its dictates can work with similar good effects in Universities in Uganda.

The study was occasioned by the standing ovation that Universities in Uganda have been bogged down by formal hierarchical structures which the existential environment renders obsolete. While radical changes have taken place in shapes and shades in higher education systems owing to the need for improved managerial effectiveness and a qualitative transformation of the academy, Uganda has witnessed varied strands of management that have not only depicted insolence but have also engendered university education inadequate to cope with its existential challenges. The study therefore delved into re-examining the existing management structures and identifying efficiency gaps in the stance of higher education in Uganda and consequently advocated for integration of TQM in Universities.

Focus dwelt on: 1. Analysing the management practices applied in the management of the selected Universities. 2. Establishing the factors that promote integration of TQM into the existing management structures at the selected Universities. 3. Establishing the basic contextual environmental factors likely to impede the integration of TQM within the existing management practices at the selected universities.

This study was geographically confined to Makerere University (Mak), Mbarara University of Science and Technology (MUST) and Uganda Martyrs University (UMU). In terms of content, the study dwelt on analysing the management practices at the selected institutions vis-à-vis TQM and the factors regarding the latter’s possible integration into educational structures.

**Methodology**

A survey research design, cross-sectional type, was preferred and utilised since survey results could be generalised to a larger population within known limits or error. A survey enhances accuracy in measurement by quantification, replication and control over observer effects. Moreover, it is amenable to rapid statistical analysis. A cross sectional survey, unlike the longitudinal one, provides information collected from various categories of subjects within the same spell of time. Consequently, the author was able to collect data from all the three universities within a time-frame of not more than three months and he ultimately interspersed the entire responses at the same time.

While Mbarara and Uganda Martyrs Universities were targeted wholesale, the respondents at Makerere University were contacted from selected Schools/ Faculties/Institutes, taking into account those that offer management-oriented subjects and those that do not. The management-
oriented category comprised of the School of Education (Departments of Higher Education and Foundations of Education), School of Business Studies (MUBS), Faculty of Social Sciences (FSS), plus the Institutes of Economics (MUICE) – now Faculty of Economics and Management – and that of Public Health. The Faculties of Arts, Medicine, Law, Agriculture; the Institutes of Statistics and Applied Economics plus that of Languages represented the latter category. While the Institute of Social Research (MISR) was singled out on the virtue of being neutral, at the top administrative level targeted were the Departments of the Vice Chancellor (VC), the University Secretary (US), the Dean of Students (DS); plus the Department of the Academic Registrar (AR) whose Mission Statement is “to ensure total quality management of academic activities” (Strategic Plan 2000/2001 – 2004/2005).

Needless to emphasise, Mbarara University of Science and Technology and Uganda Martyrs University were targeted wholesale owing to the latitude that the parent-population for each entire University is relatively small even when compared with some particular Schools/Faculties at the giant Makerere University.

A large sample size of 1010 respondents – solicited through a stratified-probability sampling technique – was utilised, having been deemed representative of the entire target sample that initially stood at 1210. Ultimate consideration was given to a proportionate representation of each sub-group as well as the parent-population at each University. The amount of data collection was therefore regarded efficient to help determine statistically any conspicuous differences.

For the sake of triangulation, structured questionnaire, interviews and direct observations were used to collect data. The questionnaire on which this article specifically bases, was able to provide from a large sample within a relatively short spell of time. The interviews were perceived as indispensable an instrument that would solicit discovery of more strands of perspectives, opinion, beliefs, and suggestions by the respondents. To this effect, the Interview Schedule was open-ended and hence availed opportunity to the interviewees to qualify and substantiate their responses. Direct observation, played a complimentary role in that it did help the author cross-validate the findings solicited through the questionnaire and interviews.

Raw data was grouped into three categories in amity with the Specific Research Questions (see Findings and Discussion) and thereafter presented and analysed by employing descriptive statistics of frequency distribution. While quantitative data was analysed and reported in terms of tabulated frequencies (fᵢ) and percentages (%) the qualitative data – obtained through interviews – was subjected to descriptive form. The interplay between the findings solicited by both the qualitative and quantitative data inspired the author to draw conclusions and subsequently forward recommendations.

Findings and Discussion

RQ1 What kind of management practice applied in the Universities?

In response to the first research question (RQ1), the majority of the respondents at all the three institutions envisioned the management practice as based on managerial hierarchies with clearly marked status distinctions; an indication that the universities practice the bureaucratic model of management, the kind that, according to Beyamba (2000), deals with the formal structure but explains little about the dynamic process of the institution in action. The bureaucratic model emphasises written job-description, rules and regulations, and guided behaviour (Blau, 1956; Stroup, 1966; Allison, 1971; Perrow, 1979). The author therefore advances that the future of universities calls for an orientation which is less hierarchical and more decentralised.

Adjectively, the respondents, again in their majority, neither opted for leaders who concerned themselves with getting the job done than with the development and growth of the
subordinates (task oriented) nor those who motivated rather than controlled subordinates (employee oriented) but rather leaders who endeavoured to balance between the two orientations. It was only the academic staff Mak. (34%) and MUST (25%) who stood below average to the status quo. For, as the adage runs: “Virtus in medio stat” (the virtue stands in the middle), neither extreme would be per se plausible. Presupposed heretofore was that most members of the academic communities were not all that in mutuality with the prevailing practices at their respective universities. This in turn implied that the existential situation at the Universities lacked in advocating for: self-determination of the ordinary people; a stance which depicts an organisation as floating between decay and development such leaves a lot to be desired as regards ensuring a culture of continuous improvement driven by all members of an organisation.

Responses owing to the managerial style at the universities spelt out yet a quagmire as the percentages scored on each of the options were not substantive to describe the outstanding situation at any of the universities. For instance, the superlative percentage of 85 scored of UMU by the support staff for the 5.5 Managerial Style appeared to be against all odds as all the other categories of respondents enlisted low percentages to the style otherwise known as “middle of the road” or “practical leadership style”. And even a cumulative percentage of the percentages accrued from the respondents of UMU in support of the option for a 9.9 Managerial Style fell below average. All notwithstanding, and although a questionnaire based on the Managerial Grid of Blake and Mouton majored with minimal concern for both (1,1) one would in this regard modestly construe a 9.1; namely, “much concern for results and little concern for people”.

The author highlights that the 9.1 leadership style – which would be imputed especially to Mak and MUST – stands opposite to the 1.9 which is depicted as relation-oriented leadership style. The 9.1 type is therefore not only production-oriented but also authoritarian. A one long-serving Don at the School of Education, Makerere University, herewith substantiated that a lecturer/professor is obliged to retire as soon as time is due while retiring benefits remain far from being realised. A Senior Lecturer at the Mulago-based Institute of Public Health retorted that “more than being obliged one is but compelled to abdicate from one’s cherished lectureship”. One respondent at the Department of the University Secretary, Makerere University, quipped that management regards itself as having the prerogative of hiring and firing. And according to Mary K. Okurut – a one time lecturer at Makerere – as recorded in the Monitor (2003, p. 8) of May 5, it is “the exploitation of Makerere dons who worked up and down like donkeys and then dumped with no sign of gratitude when old age catches up with them”.

Adjacent to the response as per the Grid, the majority of the respondents regarded the management culture at the universities as not all that both highly people-oriented and highly result-oriented. These envisioned the fit between the two orientations as minimal; hence subscribing to the Metaphysical, otherwise known as Ontological Principle of Non-contradiction that “something cannot be and not be at the same time” The “characteristics of management” at the universities was yet another query that scored enigmatic responses. Apart from the 50% of the academic staff UMU who exonerated their managers/administrators that they set goals but issued general orders after discussing them with subordinates (consultative), all the other options were answered with deteriorating percentages from all categories of respondents at the three universities. “Participative” was scored by due percentages for and in all. The onus of Daft (1988) is therefore challenging that organisations bring together knowledge and raw materials to perform tasks no individuals could do alone.

Regarding the organisational climate at the Universities a good many of the respondents (except for the 55% and the 70% of the administrators from MUST and UMU respectively who perceived it as an “open” one) saw little flexibility as “top administrators largely determine the course of activities”. It was conspicuous here that as for Mak. “open” option was claimed by far
below percentages for all the respondents. Notwithstanding, the then Vice Chancellor (VC) of Makerere University was acclaimed by one professor at the School of Education as one who had “strength of open policy unlike some VCs like in Kenya whom to see is harder than seeing a president”. The VC was therefore depicted as one who availed moments that, according to Alele-Williams (1988, p. 103), “provide opportunities for exchange of ideas and letting out steam which could otherwise have accumulated to facilitate a crisis”. However, according to one respondent at the Department of the Academic Registrar (AR) the merit imputed of the VC would be only euphoric if it were associated to some officers at the same university. Prudent as not to mention names, this particular respondent substantiated that “some Directors and Deans are braggadocians who give the impression that their Schools/Institutes/Faculties are their personal juridical entities”.

Nevertheless, Coombe (1991) and Mathieu (1996) – talking about the general milieu of universities – are categorical that the situation at Makerere University bears striking similarities with that of many other African universities. The author subscribes that the ideal situation in institutions like universities should be one that leaves both the managers and the workers happy. He borrows a leaf from Handy (1987), cited by Byaruhanga (1999, p. 78), according to whom “the psychological contract states that the organisation is subordinate to the individual and depends on the individual for its existence”. This was also echoed by one respondent at Makerere’s Mulago-based Faculty of Medicine whose rationalisation was that satisfaction “persuades the sense of duty in the individual”; adding that “even a good act of generosity presupposes some level ground”. Synoptically, the respondents’ views suggested that the universities fell under a controlled school climate. The highest percentage (76.2) was hereby billed of students at MUST. It was comparatively gratifying to note that none of the universities was categorised within an apathetic “closed school climate”.

Notwithstanding, the author deems it important to highlight that although educational institutions vary considerably in the extent to which they may be regarded controlled, open, closed or otherwise, effective management in institutions of higher learning presupposes integration of task requirements and human relations. He, like Welford (1995) and Robbins and Coulter (1999), disdains organisations where managers tend to paternalism and autocracy. Change of attitude, therefore, as Neema-Abooki (2002) presupposes, is the most appropriate strategy and responsive scheme towards achieving, retaining and maintaining the desired end.

RQ2 What factors could promote integration of Total Quality Management in the existing management practices at the Universities?

Probed hitherto was the Mission Statements. The succinct statement of Miller and Prince (1979, p. 169) stands thus “the mission of the university is to educate the whole student and not his or her intellect,” and it should therefore seek to satisfy both students and the industrial environment. John Paul II (1990) advances the basic mission of a university as a continuous quest for truth and the preservation and communication of knowledge for the good of society. The author recapitulates that presupposed is therefore that the failure of universities to adhere to their Mission Statements would tantamount to extinction behest of a stance not alien to what may be termed as organisational suicide.

The author however found it good music that regarding the existence of Mission Statements at each of the universities all the relevant respondents happily exclaimed in the affirmative voice. Nevertheless, they did entertain divergent views concerning the extent of adherence in the due regard; though the majority claimed “Moderately adhered to”. Although lime-lighted by a relative majority, the fact was that when the percentages of both the affirmative and the “indifferent” options were synchronized, the difference was merely marginal. At a more close examination and on an optimistic note, UMU – whose majestic motto is “Duc Mundum, Virtute et Sapientiae” (Lead the World with Virtue and Wisdom) – seemed to spell out a comparative likelihood for upward mobility. This was evidenced by 7.8% accrued from the percentages
tallied from all the respondents who opted for “Strongly adhered to”. Following closely was MUST, with a percentage of 6.7, as rated against the 4% deduced from Makerere.

It was again the majority that envisioned Mission Statements as reflecting quality control only “to some extent”. Adjacently, UMU’s Mission Statement appeared to have a comparative advantage. For, with a cumulative percentage of 10.28% it tended toward a categorical position than that at MUST (7.8%) let alone Mak. (6.5%). And in regard to the extent of following the above, most of the respondents equidistantly took the middle course. This is rendered credence by the landslide percentage of 93 accrued from tallying of the percentages of the proponent respondents of “Somehow followed” with those of the “Strictly followed” option. Even in response about facilitation towards quality performance the management at the three universities was adjacently rated as “Fairly effective” with a cumulative percentage of 74, championed by the academic staff-category for Mak. and UMU; where MUST still stood a potential candidate to a more elevated stance. The imperatively optimistic motto of MUST is “Succeed We Must”. Nor was it different in view of the extent to which a shared vision, teamwork, and delegation were present and carried out at the Universities. An absolute majority of respondents held that the triad-notion was but only “Sometimes” present; as was spelt out by the grand percentages whether tallied together or seen against each university in particular and vis-à-vis the percentages of the ideal “Very Frequently” option. Here, MUST was the one that was comparatively wanting as its passive cumulative percentage was slightly higher (9.9%) when contrasted with the cumulative percentages of Mak. (9.8%) and UMU (9.%).

**RQ3 What are the basic contextual environmental factors likely to impede integration of Total Quality Management in higher educational institutions?**

Like in the foregoing, the respondents in their majority seemed to contradict themselves in regard to the environmental factors inimical to the integration of TQM in institutions of higher learning. Makerere University – whose existential yet futuristic motto is “We Build for the Future” (*Pro Futuro Aedificamus*) – registered that the twin-notion of consultation and consensus was commonly used, at least to an average extent. UMU followed suit while at MUST the responses concaved to the option of “Rarely used”. However, during the interviews, reservations were enlisted at the three institutions on the issue of consensus; deemed to be tricky and not always practical owing to the phenomenon that not all the people can ever be of the same opinion. The students conceded that, though important, consultation and consensus with them was not in all cases possible taking into account the nature of particular administrative issues.

While Saint (1995) coins that exhaustive consultation and consensus building should constitute the first order of business for higher educational reform, the author contends that such would pronounce a particular system as conducive and motivating to the members of an academic community. An inspirational process as this “implies the members of the team to pull their weight together and carry out properly the tasks that they have accepted and generally play an effective part in the job that the group has undertaken” (Robbins, 1999).

In answer to the question on change initiatives, the majority of the respondents observed that the members of the academic community at each university were not always, but occasionally, ready. To single out, UMU’s academic staff, MUST’s students and Mak’s support staff catapulted the highly ranked 100%, 82.5% and 78%, respectively, in the due locale. Such a situation matched at least implicitly the observation of Organ and Bateman (1991: 631) that “many members of the organisation respond with dodged resistance to altering the status quo”; adding that, “even lower level employees, the presumed beneficiaries of such changes, have fought them”. Mention is herewith made that the major sources of change likely to affect the practice of management, in the brainchild of Toffler (1980), include physical environment, social environment, information environment, political environment, and moral environment. Reinforced as per the latter category of the environment was the perception of Coombs (1985)
that such a scenario “has an impact on the moral climate within the universities”. The author would rather not indulge in semantics to rationalise that this might in turn have its genesis from the parent-moral climate in the country.

Adjacently, although the majority concurred that the administration at the universities displayed a high level of competence and appraisal qualities, a similar majority regarded the management culture at the universities as not all that highly people oriented and highly result-orientated. They envisioned the fit between the two orientations as somewhat minimal; hence counterpoising the views above with those which earlier on categorised the management style at the three Universities as spelling out “much concern for results and little concern for people” (9,1). Needless to rationalise, a stance of this nature would presuppose that the management at the universities advances, or at least tends to advance, personal interests at the expense of others and/or the institution. As one respondent at Makerere’s Faculty of Law, talking about Management Tips, underscored: “the question remains as to what type of an administrator one would like to be”. Meanwhile, the absolute majority subscribed that most of the members of the academic community at each of the universities were motivated towards quality performance. Notwithstanding, they propagated for optimum consideration for staff development programmes, cognisant of the fact that staff development in the educational domain is intrinsically tied to performance, which in turn affects, positively or negatively, the performance of the educands.

All in all, the respondents ardently wished that their universities resonate more with the recommendation of Barnett (1996) that TQM is the overall quality ethos that should pervade any company that purports to be interested in quality. One respondent at UMU succinctly summarised their aspirations, and so does the author subscribe thus: “Coming together is a beginning while keeping together is a progress as working together is a success”.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Having investigated into the concept of Integration of Total Quality Management in the management of universities in Uganda, the author contended that TQM had an all-embracing perspective and its integration was incumbent upon all social sector organisations, of which the university is part and parcel. Ultimately the following conclusions were generalised:

1. Universities in Uganda, though basically bureaucratic in their approach to management, are in some aspects endeavouring to tread the path of TQM culture, latent though this may be.

2. At the universities in Uganda, factors that are conducive to the integration of TQM are in the offing but they are not fully operational.

3. At the Universities in Uganda, hierarchical barriers exist between the superordinates and the subordinates.

In line with the overall findings, the author, cherishing ardent a hope that when positively embraced there will be a marked improvement within the management systems in the Ugandan educational institutions, specifically universities, spelt out the following recommendations:

1. Universities in Uganda should fully integrate into their current systems people-based management styles.

2. Universities in Uganda should adhere to their missions to ensure unity of purpose within the organisation and all members of each academic-community should be committed to the perennial imperative of change.
3. Universities in Uganda should create and maintain the internal environment in which people can become fully involved in achieving the organisations objectives.

The author therefore desires that educational institutions in Uganda, universities in particular, take a leaf from the Quality Management Slogan: “Quality is for everybody”. He contends that TQM is everyone’s job; adding that, enhancement of organisational efficiency and effectiveness is flamboyant and therapeutic management.
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